## CONSTITUTION DAY PROGRAMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Constitution Day Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| AK    | University of Alaska Anchorage | Ralph Rossum, Claremont McKenna College  
James Muller, University of Alaska, Anchorage |
| CA    | Claremont McKenna College | Jefferson’s Revolutionary Constitutionalism  
Jeremy Bailey, University of Houston |
| CT    | Yale University | Liberal Education and the Constitution  
Michael Roth, president, Wesleyan University |
| FL    | Florida Atlantic University | Political Free Speech: Citizens and the Constitution  
Dave Aronber, State Attorney for Palm Beach County |
| GA    | Emory University | Religious Freedom and the Constitution  
Robert George, Professor of Politics, Princeton University |
| GA    | Mercer University | The Classical Roots of American Constitutionalism  
Carl Richard, History, University of Louisiana-Lafayette |
| ID    | Boise State University | Restoration Without Romance: Reintroducing Constitutional Principles in the 21st Century  
Gregory Weiner, Political Science, Assumption College |
| IL    | DePaul University | What are the constitutional powers of the President to use military force?  
A debate between John Yoo, Berkeley, and Alberto Coll, DePaul |
| IL    | IIT Chicago - Kent College of Law | The Press, the Supreme Court, and the Constitution  
Faculty panel |
| IL    | Northwestern University | Ideological Origins of American Federalism  
Alison Lacroix, University of Chicago, Dept. of History and Law School |
| IL    | Roosevelt University | Every Man’s Constitution?: The truth about the New Deal as told through its most important case  
Amity Shlaes, author and historian |
| IN    | University of Notre Dame | The Constitution as Political Theory  
James Ceaser, Department of Politics, University of Virginia |
| MA    | Assumption College | The US Constitution and American National Greatness  
James Ceaser, Department of Politics, University of Virginia |
| MA    | Holy Cross | The Constitution and Racial Minorities  
Leslie Goldstein, Constitutional Law, Gender and Law, Political Theory, University of Delaware |
| MA    | Boston College | Constitutional Surprises: What James Madison Got Wrong  
William Galston, Brookings Institution, Wall Street Journal columnist |
| MA    | Harvard University | The Constitution and Political Parties  
J. Russell Muirhead, Democracy and Politics, Dartmouth College |
| MI    | Michigan State University | Liberty, Justice, and Constitutionalism  
Faculty panel |
| MS    | University of Mississippi | A New Light for the Old World: The US Constitution in France  
Aurelian Craiutu, Political Science, Indiana University, Bloomington |
| MO    | Missouri State | Benjamin Franklin on Self-Education and Self-Government  
John Zumbrunnen, Political Science, University of Wisconsin |
| MT    | University of Montana | Faculty-Student Discussions on the Constitution; Essay Contest  
Robert Saldin & Patrick Peel, Political Science, University of Montana |
| NC    | Duke University | The Making of the Constitution  
Gordon Wood, Professor Emeritus, Brown University |
| NY    | City College | Tocqueville and American Constitutionalism |
| NY | Columbia University | **The Constitution and Criminal Justice**  
Faculty panel |
| OH | Kenyon College | **Protecting Constitutional Rights and the War on Terror**  
Benjamin Wittes, Brookings Institution |
| OH | Ohio University | **The Constitution and Same-Sex Marriage**  
Robert George, Politics, Princeton University |
| OH | Xavier University | **The Presidency of Barack Obama: Becoming Commander-in-Chief**  
Benjamin Kleinerman, Political Science, Michigan State University |
| OK | University of Oklahoma | **Classical Roots of American Constitutionalism**  
Carl Richard, History, University of Louisiana-Lafayette |
| OR | Linfield College | **How Do We Know What the Constitution Means?**  
Jack Rakove, Political Science, Stanford University |
| PA | Villanova University | **Citizens or Exiles? Catholics and the Constitution**  
James Stoner, Political Science, Louisiana State University |
| RI | Brown University | **The Constitution and Same-Sex Marriage**  
William Eskridge, Jurisprudence, Yale Law School  
Michael Paulsen, University of St. Thomas School of Law |
| SC | Wofford College | **National Security and the Constitution**  
Thomas Karako, Political Science, Kenyon College |
| TN | Rhodes College | **Dissent and the Constitution: The Role of Supreme Court Dissenting Opinions in our Ongoing Constitutional Conversation**  
Melvin Urofsky, Prof. Emeritus, Virginia Commonwealth University |
| TN | Univ. of Tenn. Chattanooga | **The Constitution and American Culture**  
Michael Federici, Professor of Political Science, Mercyhurst University |
| TX | University of Texas Austin | **The Soul of Man Under Federalism**  
Wilfred McClay, History, University of Oklahoma |
| UT | Weber State | **Debating Same-Sex Marriage and the Constitution**  
William Duncan, Sutherland Institute  
Clifford Roskey, University of Utah School of Law |
| VA | Christopher Newport University | **Have We Achieved Equal Protection? Gender Equality and the Pay Gap**  
Claudia Goldin, Economics, Harvard University  
Carrie Lukas, Independent Women's Forum |
| VA | University of Virginia | **The War on Drugs and the Constitution**  
John Walters, Hertog Foundation, Fmr. Dir. White House Office of National Drug Control Policy |
| VT | Middlebury College | **Constitutional Surprises: What James Madison Got Wrong**  
| WI | Carthage College | **The Constitutional Legacy of Abraham Lincoln**  
Jason Jividen, Politics, Saint Vincent College |
| WI | University of Wisconsin, Madison | **The U.S. Constitution: Perspectives from Three Disciplines: Political theory, Classics and History**  
Faculty panel |